the current reformation of digital youth leaderships in distance education system that enhance the prospects of achievement and reduce the barriers; and ? To provide the profoundly representations of salient dialogues in an online society and a series of suggestions for digital youth leaderships on virtual communications that characterize social justice activism, which reflect on the multicultural processes by which social and economic considerations can manipulate political agendas.
Social justice activism is critically in need of insightful inspections of its ends as well as its means, that reflect on the digital leadership must provide youth with the understanding of not only the crucial dilemmas and problems of a free community, but also focusing on knowledgeable and constructive criticisms of digital societies. Silent dialogues can help youth to utilize interactive online communications in the service of the digital society about their leadership. As strongly indicated by Perkins, Borden, Keith, Hoope-Rooney and Villarruel (2003) , and Zeldin (2004) , the free opposition of truths, which is perplexing and riotous, must be the incredible core of a democratic digital society at the same time. In this context, digital youth leadership should seek both truth and evidence with the prevailing apprehensions of making their silent dialogues obtainable for praxis, and of rectifying, altering and transferring egalitarian knowledge from the theory to the practice.
Theoretical Background of the Study
Apart from a concise explanation of digital youth leaderships and an overview of the arguments within them, this paper introduces a unique discussion about the approach of critical pedagogy that can be most advantageously espoused in analyzing and changing these leaderships. Furthermore, the most significant efforts ond dilemmas of social justice activism, to appear in an online free society, presents an essential deliberation of the role of foundations of digital youth leaderships in the progress of social strategies. This can
Purposes
The main purpose of this paper is to explore and discuss youth reflections toward digital leadership for social justice activism. Besides, this paper aims to explore what the evidence and truth mean for understanding silent dialogues through critical pedagogy in a digital society.
Digital youth leaderships can investigate innovative approaches of discovering, evaluating and using qualitative evidence to advance the goals of social justice activism in digital social milieus. This paper, 
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Digital Silent Dialogues
Digital silent dialogues can be take place among online youth everywhere in the form of psychological space surrounded by several words overloaded with powerful meanings and expressive potentials. Therefore, as noted by Barkman and Machtmes (2000) and Flanagan and Van Horn (2003) , digital youth leaderships must learn how to transfer silent dialogues to form the different linguistic, cultural and disciplinary backgrounds, and also to investigate these dialogues from a variety of perspectives by taking into consideration a variety of dynamics connected to the upsurge of the variety in the digital societies. These dynamics, furthermore, must include a complex and diverse meanings in relationship with the intellectual analysis. 
Social Justice Activism
The root of the trouble of social justice activism lies in unbalanced political powers, unequal incomes, an insufficient emphasis on diverse cultural backgrounds, poor sharing resources, inadequate facilities and underpaid labors. Therefore, as mentioned by Newman (2001) and Rice and Haris, (2003) , social justice activism must refer to ideas of justice applied to a complete society based on not only acting fairly with individuals and bring radical social reforms and reconsider how to take the origins and improvements of decisive community actions into account. To sum up, this paper focuses on three concepts fundamental to critical affirmative perceptions: 1) digital youth leaderships, 2) digital silent dialogues, and 3) social justice activism.
Digital Youth Leaderships
The political, social, economic and organizational circumstances of the cutting-edge digital age are calling forth an innovative leadership. Therefore, digital youth can be able to understand why they have to scrutinize the principles carefully, dilemmas and frustrations caused with social reforms in their societies must contended that classic leaderships in the online world where it have no future. As critically pointed out by Adams (2000) and Bennis, Spreitzer and Cummings (2002) , especially specific projects and missions with which they must be concerned are few that they must extent their limitations.
Besides, digital youth can be able to represent the most creative and motivated attempts to operate deliberate social change in the near future. Furthermore, to build a free online society, these youth must realize their four fundamental responsibilities: 1) They have to strongly pursue the partnerships of power, adequate for their purposes; 2) they have to respect the democratic practices which anticipate every citizen; 3) their policies have to be apparently coherent to be represented and play the independent roles in the purposes of their own online interactions; and 4) they have to represent the diversity of their ideologies by interacting with the multicultural unions and dealing with diverse inquires of the complex structure of digital youth leaderships. A mandate from traditional power can not be able to clearly explain digital youth leaderships from protecting the supports and participations of the digital citizens themselves. To solve the problems and dilemmas related to social justice activism, these leaderships must have their independent agencies, which represent the consistent actions of planning a bias free digital society. In this context, youth can be able to cope with multicultural social policies and strategies in a secular digital society. 
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Results and Conclusions
The main purpose of this paper is to critically explore and In reality, online communications and power cannot be separated that digital youth leaderships must establish t h e h e l p f u l , c o m p e t i t i v e, i n e x h a u s t i b l e a n d democratically divergent foundations. On the other hand, the range of contingent verifications for every achievable alternative can be insurmountable difficulties and disadvantages. As discussed by Camino (2000) and Kumashiro (2004) , the exchange of knowledge is not an implementation of power in a free digital society that the invasion of authority questionably restrains its openness.
Digital youth leaderships must divulge their minds more vigilantly in egalitarian relationships, which merely reflect on authentic discussions of online and the rational salient dialogues for democratic and radical reforms. Finally, considering these dialogues, can provide the multicultural online contexts for the exchange of global knowledge amongst digital youth, who can provoke social justice activisms for establishing a free digital society.
